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The underlying band structure of the uniform DNA suggests the allowance of interband optical transitions.
We consider such transitions in the uniform synthetic DNA, such as the poly�G�-poly�C� DNA, within a simple
tight-binding model with a minimum set of parameters. We demonstrate that the helical conformation of the
DNA strands results in unusual interband optical transitions all of which appear to be indirect in k space
although the system has a direct band gap energy structure. Simple relationships of the optical gap and
absorption linewidth to tight-binding model parameters are found. We study also the effect of disorder in base
levels �relevant for the wet form of the DNA� on interband optical transitions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Controlled manipulation of single DNA molecules have
enabled direct measurements of electrical transport through
the DNA.1 In addition to its size in the nanometer scale
range, the DNA assembles spontaneously.2 It is believed
therefore to be a promising candidate for designing new
nanostructures.3 The possibility to use the DNA as a pro-
grammable material for nanotechnology applications have
sparked intensive research in the field �see Ref. 4, and refer-
ences therein for an overview�.

Experiments on electrical transport through dry and wet
DNA molecules revealed a variety of results: DNA has been
reported to demonstrate proximity-induced superconduct-
ing,5 metallic,6–9 semiconducting,1,10–13 and insulating14,15

behavior. The observed differences are believed to be related
to contact effects, the environment of the DNA molecule and
the sequence of nucleotides.

Semiconducting behavior of dry uniform DNA, such as
the poly�G�-poly�C�, was established experimentally.1 Much
earlier, it was predicted by theoretical calculations.16 Effec-
tive Hamiltonian models, based on the tight-binding ap-
proximation,17–27 provide a reasonable description of the
semiconductor gap observed in experiments. In this contri-
bution we point out that the underlying electronic band struc-
ture with full valence band and empty conduction band sug-
gests that interband optical transitions can occur in DNA. We
use the tight-binding ladder17 model with a minimal set of
adjustable parameters to describe the main features of the
optically induced electronic transitions in the synthetic semi-
conducting DNA. We study the relationship of the features of
the absorption spectra to model parameters. We focus also on
the effect of disorder on the optical transitions in DNA.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we describe
the tight-binding model that we use for the poly�G�-poly�C�
DNA. Electronic states and band structure of the DNA are
discussed in Sec. III and interband optical transitions in pe-
riodic DNA are studied in Sec. IV. Effects of disorder in
bases molecules �which is relevant for wet DNA� are ana-
lyzed in detail in Sec. V. The impact of the helix geometry of
the DNA molecule on the interband optical transitions is
studied in Sec. VI. Finally, in Sec. VII we summarize the
results and their relevance for experimental measurements

necessary to infer the main characteristics of the interband
optical transitions.

II. LADDER MODEL OF DNA-LIKE SYSTEMS

Our analysis proceeds as follows. We consider the ladder
model17 of the DNA based on a tight-binding Hamiltonian
with few adjustable parameters. Similar models have been
previously introduced by several authors18–27 to explain the
main semiconducting features observed in current-voltage
characteristics in dry synthetic poly�G�-poly�C� DNA.1 In-
tramolecule transitions are beyond the scope of this work,
and consequently only a single molecular orbital is assigned
to each base. Hereafter the nearest-neighbor approximation is
used for interstrand and intrastrand hoppings, in order to de-
scribe the � stack of base pairs. We assume that values of
interbase hopping parameters depend on the bases, describ-
ing it by the hoppings tGG, tCC, and t� �see Fig. 1�.

Because the backbone is believed to have little effect as a
transmission channel in dry DNA,25 it is neglected com-
pletely within the framework of this model. This is the case
when the electronic bands arising from the hybridization of
backbone levels lie at a much higher energy than the levels
of the bases.28

Once the model has been established, we can write down
the equation for the electronic amplitudes at the bases. Let us
denote these amplitudes as �n

s , where n=1,2 , . . . ,N labels a

FIG. 1. Schematic view of a fragment of poly�G�-poly�C� DNA
molecules, excluding the sugar-phosphate backbone. Only three dif-
ferent hoppings are considered: the interstrand �t�� and the intras-
trand ones tGG and tCC.
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base pair and the superscript s=G ,C labels the two strands.
The equations for the amplitudes are then given by

�E − �C��n
C = tCC��n+1

C + �n−1
C � + t��n

G, �1a�

�E − �G��n
G = tGG��n+1

G + �n−1
G � + t��n

C. �1b�

III. ELECTRONIC BAND STRUCTURE

In this section we consider a uniform DNA molecule, in
which all base energies along each strand take the same
value. Solution of Eq. �1� with rigid boundary conditions are
easily found since they correspond to two coupled quantum
wires; closed expression for the dispersion relation can also
be obtained analytically:

E�K� = Ē+�K� ± �Ē−
2�K� + t�

2 . �2�

For brevity we have now defined

Ē±�K� =
1

2
�EG�K� ± EC�K�� ,

where K=�k / �N+1� with k=1,2 , . . . ,N. Here EG�K�=�G

+2tGG cos�K� and EC�K�=�C+2tCC cos�K� are the dispersion
relationships in each strand.

Parameters for the ladder model are chosen to fit ab initio
band structure calculations. To this end, we compare density
functional calculations for the uniform poly�G�-poly�C�
DNA �Ref. 29� and the band structure obtained from Eq.
�2�. The best fitting parameters are �C=−0.75 eV, �G
=−1.85 eV, tCC=−0.105 eV, tGG=0.047 eV, and t�=0.917
eV. Figure 2 shows the calculated band structure. In this case
hoppings along the two strands tCC and tGG have opposite
signs which results in a direct band gap energy structure. We
note here that parameter sets which are traditionally used for
transport calculations �see Ref. 25, and references therein�
suggest equal sign of intrastrand hoppings tCC and tGG. The
latter choice, making no difference for transport, would lead

to the indirect band gap electronic structure which would
have strong impact on optical properties, e.g., the optical
gap. Therefore, comparison of transport and optical measure-
ments can shed light on this underlying issue.

Moreover, the occurrence of a large inter-strand hopping
in this model is a consequence of the huge gap obtained by
density functional calculations from Ref. 29 and seen in Fig.
2. Some authors claim that Coulomb interaction is crucial for
obtaining such a large gap.30 This interaction may cause a
large interstrand hopping in an effective, one-body model
such as the present one.

IV. INTERBAND OPTICAL TRANSITIONS

The solutions presented in the previous section will be the
starting point to calculate the optical absorption coefficient
due to interband transitions in DNA molecules. To simplify
the calculations, we will restrict ourselves to zero tempera-
ture and assume that the lower �HOMO� band is full and the
upper �LUMO� band is empty. Under these assumptions, the
absorption coefficient due to interband transition is given by
the Fermi golden rule as

A���� � �
i

�
f

��i�ê · r��f	�2��Ef − Ei − ��� , �3�

where i and f run over the states of the HOMO and LUMO
band, respectively. Here ê is the unit vector along the polar-
ization direction of the incoming electromagnetic plane
wave. We then focus on the square of the optical transition
matrix elements Fij = ��i�ê ·r��f	�2. The � function in Eq. �3� is
replaced by a square-box function of width 5 meV to take
into acount the homogeneous broadening.

The intrastrand hopping parameters that we obtained in
Sec. III have opposite signs for the two strands, which leads
to the energy structure with a direct band gap at � point
�K=0�. The minimum energy difference between the two
bands �determining the electronic gap� is also at the � point,
suggesting that the optical and electronic gaps coincide. Fig-
ure 3 shows the absorption spectra for parallel �upper panel�
and perpendicular �lower panel� polarizations. The optical
gap is about 2.0 eV in both cases; it corresponds to transi-
tions at the � point and coincides with the electronic gap �see
Fig. 2�.

V. EFFECTS OF DISORDER

In this section we consider the effects of the environment
on the interband optical transitions described above. Disor-
der can originate from interactions with a random environ-
ment of solute molecules and ions surrounding the DNA
molecule which can affect not only the backbone but also the
base molecules. We account for these interactions by consid-
ering random base energies uniformly distributed within a
box of width w and centered around �G or �C, depending on
the strand. We restrict ourselves to static disorder as we con-
sider the T=0 case and the molecule is supposed to be em-
bedded into a glassy host.

Figure 4 shows the absorption spectra for synthetic
poly�G�-poly�C� DNA with disorder in the base energies.
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FIG. 2. HOMO �H� and LUMO �L� bands in poly�G�-poly�C�
DNA. Solid lines correspond to Eq. �2� within the ladder model and
solid circles are the energy values taken from Ref. 29.
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The results demonstrate that the absorption band edge re-
mains almost unchanged for perpendicularly polarized light.
On the contrary, the absorption spectrum for parallel polar-
ization is sensitive to the magnitude of the disorder. At mod-
erate disorder �w=0.75 eV� the electronic gap is still open
and the corresponding absorption spectrum broadens as com-
pared to the case of the homogeneous DNA discussed in the
previous section. As the magnitude of disorder increases �w
=1.25 eV� the electronic gap closes, as the left panel of Fig.
4 shows.

VI. IMPACT OF THE HELIX CONFORMATION OF
THE DNA STRANDS

The considered model neglect the double helix geometry
of the DNA molecule. However, the spatial arrangement of

bases has recently been demonstrated to be crucial for trans-
port properties in the presence of the perpendicular electric
field.27 It can also be relevant when dealing with optical
dipole moments of the electronic transitions. To improve the
analysis, we consider the double helix structure of DNA mol-
ecules: the coordinates of the bases along both strands can be
set as

xn
s = R cos
2�

T
n + 	s
0� ,

yn
s = R sin
2�

T
n + 	s
0� ,

zn
s = vn , �4�

where n=1, . . . ,N and s=C ,G. Here 	C= +1 and 	G=−1.
We consider the B form of the DNA with the following pa-
rameters of the double helix: full twist period of 10 base
pairs, i.e., T=10. Finally, we set 
0=� /3, so that the relative
phase difference between the helices is 2
0=2� /3, and the
minor groove is one half of the major one.

The helical conformation of the DNA strands results in
unusual selection rules for inter-band optical transitions in
the case of perpendicular polarization. Assume for simplicity
that �G=�C. In this simple case the wave functions have
well-defined symmetries not only along the base-stacking di-
rection and also in the transversal direction. These symme-
tries give rise to selection rules for the electron momentum
�not shown here�. It is then a matter of simple algebra to
demonstrate that

Fif �
sin2��Ki ± Kf� − 2�/T�

��Ki ± Kf� − 2�/T�2 = ����Ki ± Kf� − 2�/T� . �5�

Thus, the harmonic modulation of dipole moments brings
in the additional effective momentum 2� /T, which changes
the selection rule from that conserving the true total momen-
tum to the conservation of the sum of the total and the ef-
fective momenta. As the result the strongest transitions ap-
pear to be indirect in k space. Changes of the absorption
band that result from the modification of the selection rule
depend on the energy dispersion of the bands. For the direct
band gap case the absorption band narrows with respect to
the planar case. The amount of shrinking depends on the
model parameters: the smaller are the effective masses at the
bottoms of the bands the larger is the effect.

The absorption coefficient of the interband optical transi-
tions in the twisted model is presented in Fig. 5 for perpen-
dicular polarization �the spectrum for parallel polarization
remains unchanged�. The height of the absorption spectrum
is reduced as compared to the planar case. The reduction is
due to the fact that dipole moments are rotating around the
molecule axis, so roughly half of them are perpendicular to
the field and therefore do not interact with it. Because the
energy structure has direct band gap for the chosen param-
eters, the helical spectrum is narrower than the planar one.
However, the narrowing is very small because effective
masses are large �small dispersion�.
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FIG. 3. Absorption spectra for parallel �upper panel� and per-
pendicular �lower panel� polarizations for N=1000 and parameter
set obtained in Sec. III. In both cases the optical gap of 2.0 eV is
equal to the electronic gap.
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FIG. 4. Left panels show the DOS for two different magnitudes
of disorder in base energies indicated in each plot. The correspond-
ing absorption spectra for parallel �middle panels� and perpendicu-
lar �right panels� polarizations are also shown. The curves A����
comprise averaging over 1000 realizations of base disorder with the
bin of 5 meV.
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We note finally that parallel and perpendicular absorption
spectra could possibly be measured in self-assembled mono-
layer of DNA on gold substrates,31–35 in which DNA mol-
ecules have well-defined orientation.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We considered interband optical transitions in the semi-
conducting synthetic DNA, such as the poly�G�-poly�C�
DNA. To study the optical properties we used a tight-binding
model with a minimal parameter sets. By fitting the band
structure, that was calculated by ab initio methods,29 we
have obtained a parameter set in which hoppings along each
strand have opposite signs. The latter leads to a direct band
gap energy structure with equal optical and electronic gaps.
We put forward a simple relationship of the optical gap to
tight-binding model parameters and argue that combined op-
tical and electric measurements can provide an insight into

the underlying electronic band structure of the DNA.
To address optical properties of the DNA in its wet form,

we have studied the effect of static disorder in the base levels
on interband optical transitions. Static disorder reduces both
optical and electronic gaps. The closure of the electronic gap
by the disorder provides, in particular, a simple explanation
of the observed ohmic behavior of DNA conductivity in dis-
ordered aqueous environment.9

We show also that the helical confirmation of the DNA
strands result in unusual selection rules for interband optical
transitions in the case of perpendicular polarization of in-
coming light. Such transitions appear to be indirect in mo-
mentum space. On these grounds, we demonstrate that analy-
sis of absorption spectra for parallel and perpendicular
polarizations can provide valuable information on details of
the DNA energy structure.

Although matrix elements of intramolecule excitations are
several orders of magnitude larger than those involving mo-
lecular levels of different bases,36,37 the intramolecule transi-
tion energy of about 3.7 eV37 observed in wet DNA is prob-
ably well above the absorption band edge for interband
transitions. Thus, low-energy features in the absorption spec-
tra due to interband transitions are relatively weak but well
separated from the strong intramolecule excitations, which
suggests that they can be observed, although this could be
challenging from the experimental point of view.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that the model we use does
not account for thermally activated hopping or polaronic
effects.10 We believe that such mechanisms should also be
considered when interpreting experimental spectra. Work
along these lines is in progress.
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